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The advent of monolithic and integrated microelectronic circuits 
has aroused interest in passive multilayered thin film networks. The 
basic thin film network is shown in Figure 1. This structure consists 
of alternate resistive and dielectric layers sand'tviched together. Such 
devices are referred to as distributed parameter RC networks. The reduc-
tion of volume and increased reliability offered by thin film devices 
has caused considerable effort to be extended in the analysis of their 
characteristics. 
The distributed parameter approach to analysis subdivides the net-
work lengthwise into elemental sections; each of length Dx· A represen-
tative section, located at position x~ is shown in Figure i-1. The 
series resistances, ri, of each network section are functions of the 
resistivity,pi, the thicknesses, hiJ and the network's width w. 
(i-1) 
In a similar fashion, the shunt admittances associated '\vith the dielec-
tric layers are composed of capacitance expressed by 
(i-2) 
In equation (i-2), €i is the permitivity of the ith dielectric layer, 
si is the layer's thickness and, as in equation (i-1), w is the net-
work's width. Dividing equations (i-1) and (i-2) by~ &nd allowing 




= w(xJ fi. l. (i- 3) 
and 
(i-4) 
where w(x) is the physical width of the RC network at position x and 
is defined as the network taper function. 
The incremental equivalent circuit given in Figure 2 stems directly 
from the above physical parameters and is the circuit used as a basis 
for the analysis that follows. From this circuit the multilayered dis-
tributed parameter RC network's matric partial differential equation 
may be written. The network analysis problem then becomes one of 




Figure i-1 - Incremental Section of Thin Film RC Microcircuit 
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I.. INTRODUCTION 
The development of multilayered, thin film, microelectronic cir-
cuits offers some important distributed parameter RC network analy~is 
problems. The network analysis becomes difficult if a circuit is 
1 
tapered and/or multilayered to provide certain desirable characteristics 
(3,5,7). 
Figure 1 depicts a tapered multilayered distributed parameter RC 
network. The taper function w (x) expresses how the network's yJidth 
varies as a function of position x • The network's per unit length 
resistances and capacitances are Ri(x) = R •• b and C. (x) = C .• w (x) 
~ w,xJ ~ ~ 
For the four-terminal class of RC networks with certain tapers, 
exponential (3,7), trigonometric (2), etc., the exact sinusoidal steady 
state solutions have been found. Delay and rise time calculations for 
four- terminal RC net'f.vorks ~vrere presented by Prontonatarious and Wing 
(5). Rice (4) found the exact steady state solution for a multiwire 
constant parameter tr2ns~ission line. Bertnolli and Halijak (6,10) 
put forth numerical methods of solving the multiterminal variable para-
meter RC network problem. These references also mention that the 
matrizant solution to be discussed in what fo llo\·7S does not yield a 
closed form solution in terms of common functions. 
2 
Thus, the literature, although rich with analyses of distributed 
RC networks, is lacking any general method of solution in closed form 
for the 2n terminal arbitrarily tapered network problem. This paper 
presents an example of just such a method. A complete solution in the 
Laplace Transform domain is found for the exponentially tapered multi-
layered RC network and for its lossless transmission line counterpart. 
Also included is the outline of a demonstration that the previously 
published matrix m&trizant solution {10) can be surrnned to the closed 
form solution contained here. 
II. THE NETITORK'S MATRIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
The equivalent circuit for a section of tapered 2n terminal dis-
tributed RC network of length Lx is shown in Figure 2. One formulation 
of the Leplace Transformed Kirchoff's Voltage and Current La"t·T equations 
for the network is the matric difference equation. 
r,v 1 (x+6x, s) ~v1 (x_,s) :1 V1 (x+6x,s) 
v2 (x+6x,s) V 2 (x, s) V2 (x+6x , s) 
Qn B:(x) 
Vn(x+D,X,s) vn (x: s) V (x+6x,s) 
= t::;x. n (1) I 1 (x+~,s) I 1 (x,s) r 1 (x,s) 
I 2 (x+b..x, s) I 2 (x, s) s_Q (x) 0 r 2 (x, s) 
I 
-n 
I (x, s) I (x+.6x , s) I (x, s) J n n n 
where 
cl (x) -c1 (x) 0 0 
f(x) 
-c1 (x) cl (x)+C 2 (x) 
= 
-c2 (x) 0 
-c2 (x) 0 
0 0 cn-1 (x)+Cn (x) 




-c 0 2 
.w(x) = f.w(x) 
. 
0 0 cn-l+Cn 
and 
R(x) = diag.[R1 (x), R2(x), ... , ~(x)]= w1xJ . ciiag.(R1,R2, ... Rn] 
1 
=wti}.R 
In the previous equations R1 (x), R2 (x), ... , Rn (x) and c1 (x), 




functions and w(x), a scalar quantity, is the network's taper function. 
Dividing equation (1) by the scalar quantity ~  and taking the 
limit as 6x approaches zero produces the state space form of the 2n 




v 1 (x, s) 
V 2 (x, s) 
. 
lvn~x,s) 
I (x, s) 
1 










r 2 (x, s) 
I (x, s) 
n 
(4) 
Defining column vectors 
V(x,s) = col[v1 (x,s), v2(x,s), •.. Vn(x,s)], and 
1 (x, s) = co 1 [I 1 (x ~ s), I 2 (x, s), • . • In (x, s)] 
equation (1) may be written as 
!~ Jtxy] [.Y(x,s)] 












This first order matric space variable form of the partial difftrential 
equations for a 2n terminal, tapered, distributed RC network together 
with the values for y(o,s) and l(o,s), the network boundary values, con-
stitute a mathematical formulation of the distributed RC network analysis 
problem. The solution of this mathematical problem produces the net-
work's transfer matrix in a form that is useful for determining both 
steady-state and transient network behavior. 
In what follows,an exponentially tapered distributed RC network 
will be employed as an example. The ideas and methods to be exempli-
fied may be used as a general tool to generate results for the analysis 
of other multipart lines. 
III. THE EXPONENTIAL NETWORK'S TRP..NSFER MATRIX 
A. The Space Variable Taylor Series Method 
The multilayered exponentially tapered distributed RC network's 
taper function is w(x) = e-2ax (9) 
and its state space equation (7) is 
o_ [ .Y (x, s )] _ [ Q 
ax 1(x,s) - sfe-2ax 
_ge 2ax] [.Y (x, s )] 
Q 1 (x, s) , 
(10) 
.u._ = K(x,s) -::::.. [.Y(x,s)l [.Y(x , s)J 
Clx 1(x,s)j - 1(x,s). (11) 
In the development that follows !-(x,s) is abbreviated as ~(x). One 
method to be proposed here for solving equation (10) is through the 
expansion of col[y(x,s), 1(x,s)] in its Taylor Series in the space 
variable x about x = o. The series is 
r.Y(x,s)] = [_y(o,s)] +X [y(o,s)J (1) + x2 [_y(o,s)J (2) 
U(x,s) I(o,s) 1(o,s) 2! _!(o,s) 
+•. ·+ ~ [.Y(o,s)J (n) + ... 
n. _!(o,s) 
[
V(o s)] (n) dn [V(x s)J where - .. '. indicates n - ' 
1 (o, s) dx I (x, s) 
evaluated at x = o. 
5 
(12) 
The tern1s of the series are generated by repeated differentiation of 
equation (11). Hhen the differentiation is performed, equation (12) 
becomes 
[.Y (x' s )] = [ W + V l [Y ( o' s )l 
.! (x, s) - -J 1 (o, s )j 
where 
(13) 
w = (r x 
- -2n 
3 4 
2a]:! + ~! [ 4a2 12n + !2(o~ + ~! [sa3 12n + 4a ! 2(o)] !:! 
5 (14) 
+ ~! [16a2 .!2n + 12a2 j52 (o) + ~(o)J +:. )!(o) 
and 
( 
2 2 3 4 2 t ~ y_ = 1 2n + ox+~! ~ (o) + ~! 2a !2(o) 11 + ~! [tra! (o) + !4(o)j 
(15) 
x5 [ 3 2 4 ~1 ) + Sf 8a ~ (o) + 4a ~ (o) J 1:! + . . . . 
In the previous equations for W and V 
M= [1n 
- 0 -~ ] 
-n 
thus 
M2n = [1n 
- 0 
0 ] - -I I - -2n 
_n 





~ !(x) = 2a ~ !(x) = - 2a ~(x) M. 
Defining 
[ 
2 2 1/2 
I = ! (o) + a l2n J 
= [~ 
~ and ~ may be written as 
-1( ? 2 [ 2 3 3 x3 W = - K ( o) L...:.. 0 - 2/xM + 4 a·v M- ~ - 6 a "' + 2"' J M - + 
- -- 2 - - 1- 2! I I - 3! 











-1 ( 2 2 x 2 
W = -_!5(o) 1'y [<ln - ln)J- [<al.n+!)- (a_In-y)J!:! x + [<a..!n+!') - (a_In-;)2]l1 · 2! 
- [ (a.!n+r) 3_ (a_ln-:r) 3).!:!3 ~ + ( (a_ln+:r )4- (a_ln-:r )4].tf> 4~ 
- [Ca_ln+r)S+(a_ln-y)S]£:!5-¥. + ... ) £:! 
and 
+ [<!- a_!n) ({+a_!n) 2 + 
+ [ ({- a.!n) ({+a.!n) 3 -
These series sum to 
~ = -_!(o) r; 1 ( exP(- (aJn -ry )~ J -exp [- (ain-:r )tixJ)N 
and 
y_ = r 1 ( (:r- aJ.n)exp [ (:r+ain>~] + (:r+a.,!n)exp [ (aJ.n -:r >~J) 
or 
~ = !(o) r;1 exp(-~)(-exp(-:r~) + exp(:r~>) N 
and 
y_ = r; 1 exp (~) (:r ~xp <:r~) + exp (-:r~)] + 
a [exp (:r~) - exp (-:r~~) . 
Employing the definition for 1 gives 
[
I ax 








.Q ] [cosh ([x) - ar-
1 
sinh ([x) o lczJ) 
0 cosh ([Tx) +a ([T)-1 sinh ([Tx)J - 0 I eax -n 
Thus the transfer matrix for a network of length x is 
and for a network of length d 
~ ~] =[.!nead 
l£ ~ Q 
Q l[cosh(J:.d)-a.r-lsinh([ d) B:([T)-l sinh<r_Td) l (25) 
.!ne-a~ sCr - 1sinh(Ld) cosh(r Td)+a (r T)-lsinh(r Td)J 
8 
B. The Laplace Transform Variable Taylor Series Method 
Another form for expressing the transfer solution matrix of 
equation (10) is given by Bertnolli and Halijak (10) as 
[~ !l= o: [!(x,s)J (26) 
d 
where Oo [_!Cx,s)] , the matrizant of _!(x,s), is the network's transfer 
matrix. Reference (8) gives the matrizant of !(x,s) as 
n d [!<x, s)J = lzn + Jr d _!(xl, s) dxl + f d J xl !(xl' s) dx2 dxl ~ (o o ~ o o 
f drx1 Jxn +· .. + J . • • • K(x1,s) K(x 2,s) ... K(x ,s) dxn ... dx 2 dx1 +· .. oo 0 -- -n (27) 
For the exponentially tapered network 
.K(x s) ;: -[ o ~e.Q2ax] ' sCe-2ax (28) 
Using this relationship and performing the indicated integration gives 
Thus the matric elements of the network's transfer matrix are of the 
form 
-~ = ..!n + (sRC) fs (ad) + (sRC) 2 fg (ad) +·. ·+ (sRC)n f 4n+l (ad) +· .. 
B = ].[f 2 (ad) + (sCR) 2 f 6 (ad) +· .. + (sCR)n f 4n+2 (ad) + ... J 
~ = s~[f3 (ad) + (sRC) 2 £7 (ad) +···+ (sR~)n f4n+3(ad) +··~ 




The fn{ad)'s in the previous equations may be generated by the integral 
matrizant process and are 




f3(ad) = e-ad sinh{ad) a 
f4 (ad) = I 
-n 
ad 
- ade-ad] £5 (ad) = e 2 [sinh (ad) 2a 
f6 (ad) - ead [ d --- a 
za3 






or in general 
~n+4 (ad) 
bn+6 (ad) 
cosh (ad) - sinh(ad)] 
cosh (ad) - sinh (ad) J 
sinh(ad) + adeadJ 
fn+l (ad)] 
·!(x,s) dx . 
fn+3 (ad) ad = x 
(31) 
To sho~v that the matrizant solution yields the identical transfer matrix 
given in equation (25), equation (25) is expanded in its Taylor Series 
in s about s = o. It is then apparent by comparison that the solution 
obtained, a series of functions, is the same as 'tvould be obtained from 
the integral matrizant process. 
IV. EXAMPLE CALCULATION Or_: NETI-JORK VOLTAGE GAIN 
The circuit analyzed is the 6 terminal, 3 input and 3 output speciali-
zation of Figure 1. v11 (s) is treated as the input by applying an ideal 
voltage source. All other terminals are unloaded. The equation relating 
10 
the terminal variables in this circuit is 
vll(s) vl2 (s) 
~ ~ 





Izl (s) I22 (s) 
where ~' ~' f and Q for the exponentially tapered circuit are given by 
equation (25). The open circuit terminal conditions used in this example 
force r 21 (s), r 12 (s) and r 22 (s) to equal zero. Therefore equation (32) 
may be written as 
v11 (s~1 a11 A 
V 21 (s) ~12(sJ = a21 1-
:11 (sj v22(s) ell c 
t21 
where the lower case notation indicates scalar elements. From equation 
(33) one voltage transfer function of interest is 
1 (34) 
c22 
To evaluate this voltage transfer function, the necessary scalar trans-
fer ~atrix elements are found by application of Sylvester's Theorem (8) 
to the matric elements ~ and C . For the example ca.lculation 
R = [1 
- 0 ~], f = [ -~ -~] and a = d = 1. (35) 
Thus 
r2 (rT)2 =[s+l -s J = 
-s 2s+l . (36) 
The necessary scalar elements are 
e-ls [ sinh J"~ 1 r. sinh J"~2 (Z r.5_4)J c22 = 
2 
J"s r (2 '\i 5-t4 )+ ...; ~ ""~· 1 J"~2 
where ~ 1 = 1 + 1 ( 3 + J's) , ~ 2 = 1 + ~ ( 3 - J's) 
are the eigenvalues of (r) 2 . 
Thus, the voltage gain v12 (s)/V11 (s) is 
vl2(s) e-1 
vl1 (s) :: 2J5 
where 
[ 
a+ b l 
20 (c+d+e) _ 
sinh .f~ 1 a = (l~+2 J's) ___ __: J~1 -
sinh J'~ 2 b = (-4+2 J's) -=----J'~2 
c = 
sinh .J~ 1 cosh~ 2 (20+8 J's) -------= 
J"~l 








sinh J"~-11 sinh J"~-12 
e = -40 --------~~2 
12 
This equation shows the type of transfer function obtained when dealing 
with tapered multiterminal RC networks. 
V. EXTENSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The space variable Taylor Series method provides a general tool 
for determining the transfer matrix of a distributed RC network. 
Although the solution presented here is for an exponentially tapered 
RC network, the method need not be restricted to either an exponential 
taper or an RC network. To extend the work to general lines it is only 
necessary to replace sf with X and~ with; in equation (4). The loss-
less line, f = sb and X = s~, might prove to be of particular 
importance. 
The interested reader may check the transfer matrix solution con-
tained here by substituting 
[Y (x, s )l =r-~Hx) 
l! (x, s )J l.Q (x) 
~ (x )] .[ y ( 0 ~ s )] 
~(x) 1 (o,s) 
in the original differential equation, equation (10). 
The matrizant solution, an infinite series of multiple integrals, 
is shown to yield the network's transfer matrix. This method seems to 
be devious and is not recorranended as a general analyt i.e too 1. 
13 
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Figure 1. 2n Terminal Tapered RC Hicrocircuit 
1 1 (x+~X,S) R 1{x )l\x 1 1 ~x,s) 
> ·~ -t· l. 
12{ X+£\ X,S) s C 1(x)llx f ~X )f:lx 12(X,S) v,(x,s) ~> --c i· 
sC2(xl6x 1 3 (x+~x,s) T-> 
10 ( )(+ ~x,s) sCn-J{x)6x -L R0(x )~x I ~ 1\/V\1' sCn{xJ~x T 
Figure 2. Equivalent Circuit of Length 6.x For 







V n (x,s) 
w ... _ ... -
15 
V I I ( s } I 21( s ) 1----r-~-:...:...!~ 
+~>·-~ .... 
Figure 3. Six-Terminal Exponential RC Microcircuit 
APPENDIX A 
Check of Solution Given by Equation(25) 
The matric partial differential equation solved was 
Q_ [ y (x, s )] _ [ 0 B:e 2ax] fY (x, s )l 
()x J(x,s) - sfe- 2ax lJ(x,s~. 
The solution was of the form 
ry (x' s )] = [ !:. 
U<x,s) f. 
! ] [.Y ( 0) s )] 
.Q J(o,s) 
where ~' !, f and ~ are given by equation (25) as 
A= e+ax [cosh (r: x) -a .r-1 sinh (I: x) J 
B = e+ax [ ~ <r_T) -l sinh ([T x) J 
c = e-ax [sf ..[-1 sinh ([ x) J 
D = e- ax [cosh ([ T x) + a ([ T)- 1 sinh ([T x) J 




[~! ~ ~j[.Y(o,s)] .Q_ C Q_ D I (o s) ()x- ()x- - ' = [ _ge2ax ~ sCe- 2ax A - -
~] [ y (o, s)] 
.Q J.(o,s) 
2ax 1 [ l Re D V(o,s) - - -
-2ax 







This equation constitutes the method by which the solution obtained for 
equation (A-1) was validated. 
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APPENDIX B 
Example Calculation of Network Voltage Gain 
The circuit analyzed is shown in Figure 3. The matric equation 
relating the terminal variables of this circuit is 
(B-1) 
where ~' ~' ~ and Q for the exponentially tapered circuit are given by 
equation (25). The open circuit terminal conditions used in this example 
solution force r 21 (s), r 12 (s) and r 22 (s) to be equal to zero. There-





where the lower case notation indicates scalar elements. 
(B- 2) 
From equation (B-2) the voltage gain in terms of the scalar ele-
ments is found to be 
V 21 (s) 
----
v 11 (s) 
1 
=------ (B-3) 
Thus, to determine the voltage gain the scalar elements of the transfer 
matrix must be found. 
Let 
c = [ 1 
-1 





where r was previously defined. 
The eigenvalues of r 2 are 
1.1 1 = 1 + ~ < 3+ .fs) 
1.1 2 = 1 + 1 (3- .fs) 
' 
Sylvester's Theorem states that a function of square matrix r 2 is 
where zr is defined by 
1r 2 
= s/;-r r -1-ls I g;r s~r {j_.tr - lls) • 
Making use of Sylvester's Theorem 
[
..Js-1 










z = r - u.1 r = _1_ 2 





1 sc(fu-:- sinh~1 ~l +i:- sinh~ 2 ~2J ~1 ~2 
-1 [sinh ~Ill 
= e s ..[;_ .£ ~l + 
Ill 
sinh ~1.!2 J 
---- c z2 
.[;_ - -
1-12 
- e 1s - \s~.·nh ~Ill rJ"s+l 
- 2 Js ~ L~s-s 
- J"s- 3 ] sinh ~ 2 [J"s-1 
2 J"s+4 + 2 :j l.l 2 :j 5 - J"s- 3 
-rs+3 Jl~ 
2 .fs-4 V' 
t:_ = e +l [cosh 1: - .r:- 1 sinh r.J 
[ 
r sinh ~l r sinh J;.1.2 J 
= e+l (cosh "~Ll - ,f;_ ) ~l + (cosh "'l-1. 2 - ) ~2 
Ill 
( 
.r;_ [J"s-1 +1 1 (cosh r;,l sinh ~1 
= e - 2 J"5 "'~ 
.[Ill -2 
+ (cosh ~ 2 - 2) sinh .fl.l l"J"s+ 1 
.f1-12 2 
From these equations the necessary scalar elements of the transfer 
matrix are obtained as 
_1 [ (2 ~5+4) sinh J"l.l 1 (2 ~5-4) sinh ~l.l 2J 
c 2z = e s + --~~---
2 .fs .fl.l 1 2 .fs ~2 
= e-ls [ ( 2 .fs-t4) sinh .f11 1 + (2 .fs-4) sinh .f11 2 2 ~ r r 
"Ill "'ll2 
20 
e+l [ r sinh Ji1. 1 . r. r sinh .ffJ- 2 . r. J 
a 11 = 2"J5 (cosh ...; ~L 1 - r ) ('\l 5-1) + (cosh ...; 11 2 - J;_ ) (...; 5+ 1 ) ~~1 ~2 
1 [ sinh .[~ 1 sinh .f112 ~ 
a 12 = ;-~5 (cosh ~IJ.l. - )(- 2) + (cosh ~ 2 - ) (2) ~1 .[~2 
czl = ;-~; [sinh ~l (-../5-3) + sinh ~IJ. 2 (- ~5+3)] 
Previously it was found that 
=------











r. sinh J"111 
a = (l++2 "'5) ----~1 
sinh .f112 
b = (-4+2 J"s) ---
J"Il2 
sinh .f111 cosh .f!J. 2 
c = (20+8 ~5) -------
J"!J-1 
sinh .f!J-2 cosh ~l 
d = (20-8 ~5) ------
.[112 
sinh ~1 sinh ~2 




Derivatives of col[Y(x,s), l(x,s~ 
To develop the Taylor Series expansion of col [Y(x,s) I(x,s)] it 
is necessary to obtain the derivatives of col [.Y(x,s), .!.(x,s)] evaluated 
at x = o. 
The first five derivatives used in the expansion given by 
equation (12) are 
~ ( 0) s J ( 1)- [.Y ( 0' s )] - K(o) (o,s) - J(o,s) 
' 
~ J (2) r l V(o,s) V(o,s) =[2a!! ~(o) + ~2(o) J -Jo,s) . L.!(o,s?_ , 
h 
( 0' s )l ( 3) [.Y ( 0' s J 
. 
. I = G(4a2 .!zn + ~2(o))!5(o) + 2a ~2(o) ~] 
l(o,s)j l(o,s) , 
t-
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